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Особенности образования
тонкодисперсных частиц
при механических испытаниях
каменных низкометаморфизованных
углей на низкоразмерных
масштабных уровнях
Аннотация. Исследованы особенности образования тонкодисперсных частиц при нагружении каменного низкометаморфизованного угля на микро- и наноуровнях. Для этого были
использованы эксперименты по микро- и наноиндентированию. Исследование проводили
на микрокомпоненте витрините, так как этот мацерал изменяет свои механические свойства
в зависимости от вида и стадии метаморфизма углей. Величины модулей упругости, измеренные на микро- и наноразмерных уровнях, были сопоставимыми. Однако при измерении
микро- и нанотвердости угля обнаружен размерный эффект, выражающийся в пропорциональном снижении величин твердости с увеличением приложенного нагружения. При экспериментах по циклическому наноиндентированию с увеличением максимальной нагрузки,
приложенной к одной и той же области на поверхности угля, было обнаружено явление «деформационного упрочнения». Это явление заключается в быстром росте величин твердости
и модулей упругости при циклическом индентировании с возрастающей максимальной нагрузкой. На основании ранее проведенных исследований механического поведения хрупких
материалов, таких как керамика, и явлений разрушения углей при наноиндентировании, был
сделан вывод о том, что вышеупомянутые эффекты (размерный эффект и «деформационное
упрочнение») связаны с предрасположенностью структуры витринита к разрушению при нагружении на микро- и наноразмерных уровнях.
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Introduction
Coal, up to the present, is an important resource for generating electricity
and heat. Modern coal combustion plants
are mainly based on technologies that
use pulverized coal [1]. The efficiency of
coal combustion in such technologies is
largely determined by the particle size
distribution (PSD) [1,2] and their reactivity [3]. The particle size distribution during
fine grinding of coal is largely determined

by the physicomechanical properties of
coals and the characteristics reflecting
the strength of the inter- and supramolecular interactions in the coal structure. As
the physico-mechanical characteristics,
the following indices are estimated, such
as Hardgrove grindability test [4,5], wearing capacity [6], hardness [7], etc. Tightly
bound with these characteristics, there
exist other indices such as elastic moduli,
Poisson’s ratio and maximum strength.
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Such parameters are usually found by the
large-scale tests, such as uniaxial [8—10]
or triaxial [9,11,12] compression, tension [13,14], bending [15], cutting [16]
and microhardness (Vickers) indentation
[7,17,18]. Unfortunately, most of the listed
methods do not allow for characterization
of coals ability to form fine particles of the
known class of sizes. This happens due to
the high heterogeneity of coals at microand even nanoscale [15]. Recently it was
established that it is difficult to obtain the
repeatable results even at microscale due
to the differences between mechanical
properties of different coal macerals [17].
Overcome of these issues was sought and
found in application of the depth-sensing
nanoindentation technique at individual
coal macerals. First works were made at
the transparent thin sections of coals. The
procedure was of depth-sensing indentation with determination of the appropriate
area of indentation occupied by the individual maceral by transmitted light microscopy (see [19]). There, it was established
that all the coal macerals are available for
obtaining their mechanical properties by
nanoindentation, whereas microindentation is applicable to only a few of them,
namely, vitrinite and, partially, inertinite
(when its macerals have appropriate sizes
of several tens of microns). In [20] and,
independently, in [21], results on depthsensing microindentation at different coal
macerals were discussed aimed at determination of the differences between the
vitrinite and inertinite mechanical properties for coals of different type and rank.
More advanced procedures of micro- and
nanoindentation results interpretation at
coals microcomponents were shown in
[22—24].
Despite the efficiency of depth-sensing
micro- and nanoindentation techniques
application for studying of coals mechanical properties and their heterogeneity with
respect to maceral composition, there ex70

ist many questions related to the results
that are being obtained. For example, in
[25], authors argued that coals matter is
rather brittle and, under the indentation
impact, it crushes into the fine powder. The
sizes of such particles are much smaller
than the size of the resulting imprint, that
is, for nanoindentation, of two to five microns diameter. This effect, to the belief
of the authors of the current article, might
tightly connected with coals behaviour at
crushing during preparation of pulverized
fuel. If the specific coal tends to form very
fine particles during indentation, it is supposed to form them at crushing, therefore
making it less valuable for pulverized fuel
preparation.
In the current article, the low-rank hard
coal mechanical behavior (at low-dimensional scales) was studied with respect
to structural changes leading to crushing
under the forces applied to the indenter. To
this end, different types of indentation techniques were used, including depth-sensing
micro- and nanoindentation, microhardness measurement and cyclic loading.

Materials and methods
Samples preparation and description
In this work we concentrated on coal
aimed at energy production. The selected
low-rank hard coal (vitrinite reflectance
index Ro,r = 0.65%Vol.) has relatively low
Carbon contents (80.19%) and consists of
70% of vitrinite macerals group. Such high
vitrinite contents allows for preparation of
rather wide range of samples for indentation at different scales (micro and nano)
satisfying the requirements for obtaining
the reliable results [24]. All the subsequent mechanical tests were performed
at vitrinite microcomponents as they represent the special features of coals at low
scale, such as sensitivity to the rank and
type [21,24,26].
According to the previously constructed
technique [21], samples were prepared

shaped as sections of coals with polished
smooth surface perpendicular to the bedding direction. Samples were manufactured from fragments of coal whose thickness was not smaller than 20—30 mm.
No binders or cementing admixtures, or
mechanical compaction were involved at
any stage of preparation. The samples
surfaces were smoothed and polished
using polishing machine RotoPol-35 (Struers, Demark). Final smoothing (polishing)
was carried out with glycerine instead of
water. The resultant samples had comparable dimension with the sizes of the initial fragments, with height of 10—25 mm.
Indentation techniques
Depth-sensing indentation (DSI) techniques were introduced by Kalei [27]. If
the depth of indentation is below micrometer scale, then the term depth-sensing
nanoindentation (DSNI) is used. As a part
of DSI, the load-displacement (P-h) diagram is continuously monitored for load
increase and decrease, where, h is the
depth of indentation (penetration of the
indenter into the sample surface) and P is
the force applied to the indenter. Typical
P-h curves for metals and many materials have usually two branches that do not
coincide because the curve reflects both
elastic and plastic deformation of the material at the loading, while the unloading
of metals occurs usually elastically. In
1975 the Bulychev-Alekhin-Shorshorov
relation (BASh) relation was derived [28]
S = dP / dh = 2E * a  2E * A / ,

(1)

where S is the inclination of the displacement-load curve, a is the characteristic
size of the contact zone. A is the area of
the contact and E* is the contact elastic
modulus. Within the framework of the
Hertz contact theory, E* is determined as
a combination of elastic moduli Ei and Es
and Poisson’s ratios vi and vs for indenter
(with index i) and sample (index s):

1 1  2i 1   2s
=
.

E*
Ei
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(2)

Thus, the basic relations for determination of the sample elastic modulus Es
and hardness HM are as follows:
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Ei
is the reduced elastic
1  i
contact modulus of the indenter;
P
(4)
HM = max ,
A
where Pmax is the peak force applied to
the surface by indenter.
The BASh relation (1) accompanied by
additional assumptions allow calculation
of local values of the reduced elastic contact modulus and hardness of the sample
using Oliver-Pharr [29] approach.
During the last few decades, the Oliver
and Pharr (OP) approach for evaluation
of elastic moduli and hardness of materials [29,30] is generally included into the
DSNI equipment software. The OP technique is based on the use of experimental values of the maximum load Pmax, the
corresponding maximum approach hmax of
the indenter and sample, and values of
the elastic stiffness S, measured for the
unloading branch of the P-h curve at P =
Pmax and h = hmax.
Instrumented tests were performed at
two different DSI facilities: nanotriboindenter Hysitron TI750 UBI with Berkovich
indenter and MicroHardness Tester (CSM
Instruments, Switzerland) with Vickers indenter. The latter allows tests at relatively
higher peak loads (up to 1000 mN), whereas the Pmax of the former device is limited
to 12 mN (or 12 000 µN). Additionally,
hardness measurements were performed
at PMT-3 microhardness tester (LOMO,
Russia). It is worth to note that the PMT-3
device does not provide the continuous
*
where Ei =
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monitoring of the load-displacement (P-h)
curve but rather allowed us to measure
the hardness after the unloading of the
sample. Hence, the microhardness tests
are referred to as static microindentation
tests. Microhardness was determined according to the standard procedures [7,31]
on the basis of evaluation of the imprint
diagonals sizes. The essence of the method consists in measuring the length of a
diagonal of a square imprint remaining on
the surface of the sample after pressing
the Vickers diamond pyramid under constant load.
Experiments at Hysitron TI750 UBI
were done by load-control mode with
trapezoidal protocol (two seconds hold at
peak load). At the zone occupied by vitrinite maceral, a square 70x70 µm area
was chosen and series of DSNI measurements (not less than 36 indents) were
implemented within this area. Tests at
MicroHardness Tester were also done using load-control mode with trapezoidal
protocol with 15 s hold at maximum load.
Microhardness measurements at PMT-3
were done with 10 s hold at load.
For indentations of the vitrinite maceral domains of the considered coal, the
peak load Pmax were as follows: 4000 µN
for DSNI, 500 mN for DSI by the microindenter, and 200, 500 and 1000 mN for
microhardness measurements. At each
sample, not less than 15 indentations
were performed for the vitrinite maceral
domains.
In addition, experiments were performed on cyclic loading of samples. Such
studies allow us to characterize the
strength and wear resistance (tendency
to fracture) of materials under repeated
loads. For carrying out experiments on nanoindentation, at least four points were selected and, sequentially, a sample of coal
or anthracite with a maximum load in the
range of 10—10,000 µH was loaded and
unloaded 12 times in each of the selected
72

Values of the measured diagonals
of the imprints at different loads
Pmax, mN

daverage, µm

200

30.0±0.2

500

50.0±1.0

1000

78.0±0.5

points. P-h diagrams were obtained. The
range of changes in the measured values
of the modulus of elasticity and nanohardness was characterized.

Results and discussion
The hardness measurements of the
vitrinite maceral of the considered coal
revealed the drastic increase of the resulting measured imprints diagonals (daverage)
with load growth, as shown in Table. It
could be seen that the size of the diagonals grows drastically with the peak force
increase.
The shape of the imprints was visibly
plastic, with some cracks within the contact area between coal and indenter, and
just in case when Pmax = 1000 mN, it was
found a crack coming out of the edge of
one diagonal.
To evaluate the elastic contact modulus, one needs to analyze the experimental load-displacement curves. Figure 1
demonstrates the typical shapes of P-h
curves obtained at nano- and microindentation of the considered coal. As it has
been observed for other coals [24], the
shapes of load-displacement diagrams
obtained after nano- and microindentation are qualitatively similar.
To characterize such a similarity quantitatively, we use a parameter (RW, %) that
is the ratio between the hysteresis loop
(Ahys) to the full work of indenter tip at
loading of the sample (Aload). Therefore,
parameter RW is calculated as follows:
A
RW = hys ⋅ 100%.
(5)
Aload
A scheme explaining the meaning of
Ahys and Aload works was presented in [24].

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Typical load-displacement curves obtained for the low-rank bituminous coal, vitrinite maceral,
at (a) nano- ; and (b) micro scales of indentation

The average values of RW for the considered coal at nanoindentation were RW =
= 34.2±1.5%, whereas at microindentation RW = 36.0±2.0%, and these could be
considered as similar for both nano and
microscales of tests.
Nanoindentation measurements allowed to obtain the following value of the coal
elastic modulus Es = 3.60±0.08% GPa.
For depth-sensing microindentation, Es =
= 3.62±0.07% GPa. It could be seen that
the values of elastic moduli measured at
different scales of indentation are very
similar.
On the other hand, the hardness values decrease with growth of the peak
load, as shown in Figure 2. An unexpect-

edly fast decay of hardness values with
the increase of the peak load acting on
the indenter could be observed.
Actually, the hardness tests demonstrated rather unpredictable scaling effects. Indeed, one could expect that the
values of hardness obtained in static experiments by the microhardness device
should be higher than the values obtained
in DSNI tests because the area used in (4)
is the elastically recovered area of the imprint after full unloading, while one uses
in a DSNI test the area of the contact region under maximum load. However, here
we obtained the opposite result. Moreover, there coul be observed a linear decay of the hardness values with the peak

Fig. 2. Scaling effects of the hardness values for the vitrinite of low-rank bituminous coal. The hardness values are calculated according to depth-sensing indentation and microhardness measurement.
Vertical lines determine standard deviation of the measured values
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Fig. 3. Typical P-h diagram for the low-rank hard coal obtained by the cyclic loading

force growth (including from nano- to microscales). Such an effect is rather not
typical, as for most of the materials, there
exist only a logarithmic decay of hardness
[32,33].
Cyclic loading by the nanoindenter allowed for the following results. Figure 3
demonstrates the typical P-h curves obtained at low-rank bituminous coal after
a series of indentation at the single point
with increasing maximal load from cycle
to cycle. It could be seen that, according
to the changes in the P-h curves from cycle to cycle, the coal matter in this case
is being changed drastically. This could
be proved by the increase of the yield
plateau, visible increase of the hysteresis
and intersections between the curves,
that is typical for the materials with granulated structure with low interconnections
between elements [34].
The measured values of hardness and
elastic moduli during the indentation at
each cycle have shown a drastic increase:
HM grew between 404 to 502 MPa, Es —
from 4.40 to 5.17 GPa. This indicates the
‘strain hardening’ effect, that is typical
to the materials with rather homogenous
structure and tendency to plastic behavior. It is worth to be mentioned that the
visible ‘plasticity’ of low-rank hard coal behavior at microindentation is not the real
plasticity in terms of metals behavior due
to the natural brittleness of coals and lack
74

of their integrity at microscale (presence
of cracks, pores, heterogeneity, etc.). It is
rather natural to assume that such ‘strainhardening’ effect is tightly connected with
the hardness values decay along with the
growth of the scale of indentation tests
(i.e. increase of maximal force). The latter is not typical for the materials that
maintain their integrity during indentation
tests, but is relatively widely found for brittle and ductile materials such as ceramics
[35,36]. For brittle materials, the scaling
effect and ‘strain hardening’ are related to
loss of integrity of the initially bulk surface
under acting of the indenter [36,37]. This
makes the error of measuring of hardness
due to the fact that now hardness is being found for a ‘powder’ that was formed
by crushing of the sample in the contact
with the indenter. For the first time, similar coals matter behavior (crushing) was
discussed in [25], where this effect was
described by theoretical asymptotic analysis of the experimental data. In the view of
above, one may see that the effects that
were observed during micro- and nanoindentation tests of low-rank hard coal are
reasoned by the fact that its surface is
being crushed into the fine powder in the
contact area with the indenter.

Conclusions
In the current paper, a low-rank hard
coal was studied in order to characterize

its propensity to formation of fine particles under vertical loading. To this end,
micro- and nanoindentation were used.
The vitrinite microcomponents of the selected coal were investigated due to their
special features (including previously established variations in their mechanical
properties with coal rank and type).
The scaling effects were observed during measuring of its micro- and nanohardness values, namely, the hardness linear decrease with growth of applied force
(and subsequent increase of the contact
area with the indenter).
The effect of ‘strain hardening’ was
found during repeatable (cyclic) nanoin-

dentation with the increasing maximal
load to the same area at the coal surface.
This effect consists of rapid growth of
hardness and elastic moduli values during repeatable indentation along with the
increase of the applied maximal force.
In the view of the previous investigations on mechanical behavior of brittle
materials such as ceramics, and with the
theoretically found observations on coals
crushing during indentation, it was concluded that the aforementioned effects
(scaling and ‘strain hardening’) are connected with the propensity of loss of the
vitrinite structure integrity under vertically
applied loads (at micro- and nanoscales).
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Abstract. Low-rank hard coal was studied in order to characterize its propensity to formation of fine
particles under vertically applied loading at micro- and nanoscales. To this end, micro- and nanoindentation tests were used. The vitrinite microcomponents of the selected coal were investigated due to their
variations in mechanical properties with coal rank and type. Values of elastic moduli measured at microand nanoscales were similar. On the other hand, the scaling effects were observed during measuring of
low-rank hard coal micro- and nanohardness, namely, the hardness linear decrease with growth of applied force. The effect of ‘strain hardening’ was found during repeatable (cyclic) nanoindentation with the
increasing of the maximal load applied to the same area at the coal surface. This effect consists of rapid
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growth of hardness and elastic moduli values during repeatable indentation along with the increase of
the applied maximal force. In the view of the previous investigations on mechanical behavior of brittle materials such as ceramics, and with the observations on coals crushing during nanoindentation,
it was concluded that the aforementioned effects (scaling and ‘strain hardening’) are connected with
the propensity of loss of the vitrinite structure integrity under vertically applied loads (at micro- and
nanoscales).
Key words: coal, mechanical properties, microhardness, nanohardness, elastic modulus, scaling effect,
crushing.
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